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INTRODUCTION

Heretofore there has been little information available

on the pole and piling industry in the Willamette Valley.

The following questions are often asked, are poles and piles

cut in the valley, if so how many, how are they marketed, and

what is the approximate amount of revenue from this source?

The purpose of this thesis is to answer these questions

and form a source of ready information for anyone who is

seeking information on the pole and piling industry in the

Willamette Valley. The paper is concerned with poles in

their raw state, as they come from the land, and not process

ing methods.

IMPORTANCE OF THE PROBLEM

From past experience it has often been found that the

small inconspicuous industry has greater potentialities than

are ever realized. Chiefly through lack of available infor

mation these industries do not reach their ultimate goal.

The pole and piling industry is one of these smaller

industries of which little is known. It is thought we will

always need poles and piling; there is little fear from sub

stitutes, however, if we are not aware of benefits that this

industry can give, we are unable to take full advantage of all

it has to offer and possibly loose it as a business in the

valley.

The Wilamette Valley has already become the center of

the plywood industry in Oregon, and forest resources are one



of the principal sources of the valley's support. By an in

creased development in the pole and piling industry there

will be the following advantages which will tend towards a

better utilization of forest products.

(1) On a timber management program a local pole and

piling industry gives the management plan more flexibility,

in that thinnings may be made and marketed as poles and piles.

Very often a thinning is a decided advantage as the thinning

may be desirable in an attempt to increase increment on the

stand, or the thinning may serve as a source of revenue needed

to carry out management plans.

(£) It furnishes employment to many workers. It is

estimated that for every dollar's worth of poles or piles cut

there is a business turn over of eight to ten dollars. (This

includes labor, transportation, processing, etc.)

(3) Since many farmers raise poles and piles, it furn

ishes them employment in slack times, and improves the land

by furnishing esthetic values, protection against erosion,

and regulates water run-off.

(4) A pole and piling industry tends to stabilize a

community by furnishing employment.

REVIEW OF A SIMILAR STUDY

By an investigation it was found that a similar study

was made by the Forest Service in 1915 (3).

The Forest Service, through its office of Industrial

Investigation, compiled statistics on the number of poles



purchased during 1915 in the United States by the telephone

and telegraph companies, steam and electric railroads, and

electric light, heat, and power companies.

A census was taken exclusively by correspondence with

approximately 17,000 purchasers, representing practically

all the pole users in the United States.

The census found the annual demand for poles to have

exceeded 4,000,000. The supply was from three different

regions in the United States, the northern white cedar reg

ion of the Lake States, the chestnut region of the eastern

portion of the country, and the western red-cedar region of

the northwest, which includes Idaho, Oregon, and Washington.

PROCEDURE

Facts, figures, and conclusions are based on data from

three sources as follows:

(1) Letters in answer to requests for information from

Pole and Piling Processing Plants, The U. S. Forest Service,

Logging companies, and pole and piling jobbers.

(2) Research in books, magazines and government public

ations pertaining to the subject.

(3) Personal visits to the Mo Farland Co. Limited, sev

eral logging operators, and smaller pole and piling jobbers.

From the various agents the attempt was made to secure

data on the amounts and volumes of poles and piles passing

through their hands during the past 15 years or more. This

information is compiled in table and graph form in an effort



to determine the trend of the Industry.

LIMITATIONS

It Is not possible to obtain information on all the poles

and piles cut in the valley; many are sold through small

companies, and some are used on the lands from which they are

cut.

Data coming from processing plants and data from the

actual logging presents the problem of keeping the two types

of information separate. For this reason graphs are for pro

ducts passing through processing plants and products passing

through the hands of the logger.



WILLAMETTE VALLEY

The Willamette Valley is one of the first settled reg

ions of the state of Oregon, and some of the oldest commun

ities are represented. In history it is depicted as having

a more colorful past than any other region in the state. It

was here the early settlers gathered and helped to make

Oregon a state.

The Willamette valley is considered in this study as

consisting of the counties of Washington, Multnomah, Yamhill,

Clackamas, Polk, Marion, Benton, Linn, and eastern Lane.

The lower portions of the valley are largely agricultural

lands of high value, all in all an excellent farm area. The

outskirts fade into lands adapted to extensive farming and

finally into strictly forest land.

There are still considerable forested areas even on the

valley floor. In the areas adapted to extensive farming

there is at present largely a mixed farm and forest type

often with large tracts of forest on the ridges and farms in

the valleys between. As one progresses farther into the foot

hills, the proportion of forest to farm increases until one

finds rather small patches of farm land surrounded by forest

land.

The major land uses in the valley today are approximately

58.8% in growing timber, 16.?% in wood land pasture, 15.9%

under plow, and 8.6% for other purposes. About 40$ of all

farm area is in woods at present. (£)



HISTORY OF POLE AND PILING INDUSTRY

IN

WILLAMETTE VALLEY

During the days when logging was done almost entirely

by high powered machine and railroad methods, there was

little place in the program for logging a few scattering

poles or a few sticks of piling. Due to large and costly

primary and secondary transportation systems it was not

economically feasible to log these products on the larger

logging operations unless they were definitely pole or pil

ing shows.

With the advent of truck and tractor logging the pole

and piling industry has been increasing; all signs point to

it as an up and coming permanent industry for the Willamette

Valley.

The evolution of the logging industry has brought to us

lighter, smaller, more flexible and less costly logging meth

ods. By using equipment we now have available most of the

logging operators log poles and piling prior to saw timber.

Previously these products were waste, with the exception of

some piling being cut and used on the operations own trans

portation system.

Improved road systems'and trucks has made the small

timber owners and farmers the chief producers in the valley.

These would be loggers generally cut their poles and piling

during the winter when other work is slack. They horse and

tractor yard their products to landings and then truck them

to distribution centers.



The poles and piles cut in the Willamette Valley are us

ed by railroads, power, telephone and telegraph companies and

highways, etc. Large amounts are also shipped by rail to

distant parts of the United States, and some to foreign shores,

The Southern Pacific Company states their pole and pil

ing plant at Eugene ships poles to meet their needs over their

entire Pacific system which extends from Portland, Oregon to

Ogden, Utah, and Tucumcari, New Mexico, to El Paso, Texas.

This system including branches includes 13,584 miles.

QUALITIES DESIRED IN POLE AND PILE TIMBERS

In making a selection of the various woods available for

poles and piles, the following are desirable. (1)

(1) The wood must be durable in contact with the soil,

unless it is to be treated with a preservative. Poles decay

most rapidly at the ground line because of alternate dry and

moist conditions at that point. Since poles are used in the

round most exclusively, it is important that the sapwood be

durable.

(2) It should be light in weight in order to transport

and erect with comparative ease, and in order to secure low

freight rates.

(3) The timber must be accessible and available in such

quantities that it can be placed on the market at a reasonable

low price.

(4) The wood should be sufficiently strong to resist

stresses and strains incident to carrying loads under press

ure of wind, sleet, and ice.
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(5) The poles or piles should be cylindrical, straight,

with gradual taper, and free from excessive checks.

(6) The surface should be susceptible to use of climb

ing irons.

(7) When the poles or piles are to be treated, the wood

should be capable of penetration by the preservative.

(8) Piling must be capable of being driven drive without

breaking or splitting.

SPECIES USED IN THE WILLAMETTE VALLEY

Douglas-fir,(Pseudotsuga taxifolia), and Western red

cedar, {Thuja plicata) are used for poles and piling.

Western red cedar for many years held top place in pole

production but due to improved treating methods, has yielded

its position to Douglas-fir in some instances.

Both species are used for piling, Douglas-fir however,

is used to the larger extent.

POLE SPECIFICATIONS

Poles are generally sold by the linear foot. Maximum

lengths and diameters are usually designated in contracts

under which higher prices are to be obtained for the products

cut from the larger material. It is necessary in sales to

specify the dimension of the material, and the amounts and

kinds of defect admissible in the products.

For commercial purposes poles are classified by 5 foot

lengths, top diameters, and diameters at a specified point,

usually 6 feet from the butt. The minimum length is generally
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regarded as 20 feet and run in 5 foot lengths up to 75 feet.

It is only seldom that a longer pole is used.

The following is a list of qualities one of the Willam

ette Valley pole buyers insists upon.

(1) All poles must be cut from live, growing timber.

(2) No pole shall have more than one crook, and this

shall be one way only, the sweep not to exceed 1 inch in

every 6 feet in length.

(3) Butt rot in center, including small ring rot shall

not exceed 10% of the area of the butt. Butt rot of a char

acter which impairs the strength of the pole above the ground

is a defect.

(4) Large knots, if sound and trimmed smooth are not

considered a defect.

(5) A sound, dead or dry streak is not considered a

defect when it does not materially impair the strength of

the pole.

PILE SPECIFICATIONS

Similarly piling is usually sold on a pineal foot basis.

The length of all piling usually ranges from 16 feet upwards;

those over 20 feet are classified in 5 foot units.

Piling 30 feet and shorter should measure at the small

end not less than 30 inches in circumfrence.

Piling 35, 40, 45 feet must measure at the small end not

less than 28 inches in circumfrence.

Piling 50 to 70 feet inclusive should measure not less

than 25 inches in circumfrence at the small end.
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The following is a list of qualities requested in piling

by one of the valley's processing plants.

(1) All piling must be cut from live, growing timber.

(2) The top must be sound, but the butts may contain

rot, not exceeding 10$ of the butt diameter.

(3) Piling may contain crook one way providing a line

drawn from the center of the top to the center of the butt

does not fall outside the body of the pile at any point.

(4) A sound cat face not to exceed 10% of the length of

the pile is permissible.

(5) A sound, dead or dry streak shall not be considered

a defect when it does not materialy impair the strength of

the pile.

HANDLING AND MARKETING PROCEDURE

In the valley the pole and pile lands are under princip

ally three types of ownership, the Federal Government, private

lumbering organizations, and farmers and small wood lot owners.

Under the various ownerships poles and piling are handled

in a number of ways. In some instances the owners harvest and

market their own products while in others the owner sells the

standing timber to a dealer who harvests and markets the pro

ducts.

The Federal Government sells all their poles and piling

on a bid basis, the highest bidder being awarded the -ssali

privilege of purchasing the timber. Under such sale the For

est Service often adds 5 mills per lineal foot for cooperative

slash disposal.
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Such sales are usually made to pole and piling process

ing plants or other dealers. These companies fell, and pejl

the timber, it is usually trucked to processing plants or

rail centers. The final transportation Is generally by rail.

it is onljr occasionally the mills and logging companies

cut their own poles and piles. Due to insufficient planning

and lack of roads, these products are of insufficient quan

tities over small areas to make their logging practical.

There are however, a few logging companies who have so plan-

ned their logging and road building to make a pole and pile

feasible prior to saw timber logging. In a few instances

there are cases where logging companies have sold the pole

and piling stumpage to dealers, as the government does, but

there are still many logging and milling companies who knock

down the pole and piling timbers and leave them in the woods

mainly because it does not fit into their present scheme of

logging to take them.

The farmer and small wood lot owner may sell their pole

and piling timbers on the stump, but the more usual procedure

is for them to log the products in their slack time during

the winter months. It is often necessarv for them to hire

extra help for the pealing. They usually deliver the poles

and piles by motor truck to railroad loading centers, where

a middle man comes into play. The products are sold to a

buyer through the middle man who has a contract with the

farmer or wood lot owner to supply his orders.

The farmer or small wood lot owner Is paid for his poles

by the lineal foot by the middle man, but is required to pay
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the transportation cost to the destination. In computing

the selling price to the farmer the average weight of the

poles or piles green is taken into consideration for arriv

ing at a transportation charge. If the product is fairly

dry more poles or piles may be shipped per car which makes

a greater net return to the farmer or small wood lot owner.

If, however the products are exceedingly heavy, he is re

quired to pay the additional freight charges, caused by fewer

piece^ per car. This process is often spoken of as "making

the weight", or "not making the weight", respectively.

A piling man who was contacted stated he recently ship

ped some piling which was a hold over from last year; being

quite dry it made its weight by §40 per car. Poles and pil

ing under this method of handling generally go to a distant

point. It may be a processing plant or they may be put into

service in their present condition on reaching their destin

ation.

PRE-CUTTING

Under the various types of land ownerships the logging

methods are much the same.

On lands producing more than one product, as poles and

saw timber it" has been found necessary to remove the poles

and piling before the heavier timber for the following reasons:

(1) Most of the present logging operations are still

very destructive to the residual stand. Many of the pole and

pile size trees are knocked down or so badly damaged, they are

of little use for these products.
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(2) On saw timber logging operations where cedar is

left standing, it soon becomes wormy and of little use for

poles and piling, it is reported insects breeding in the

Douglas-fir slash can very quickly infect the residual

cedar pole and piling stands.

POLE AND PILING CENTERS

Due to the present defense boom it is difficult to

name one or two districts as the chief centers of the indus

try. The demand and accelerated price of piling has caused

yards to spring up all over the valley. In many instances

new piling yards may be seen, filled to overflowing, where

two years ago there was nothing but bare land.

During the present emergency the u. S. Navy is the

principle' user of Willamette Valley piling, and it is re

ported by some dealers who have government contracts, that

they are paying as high as 16$ per lineal foot at the roll-

ways in the woods for the product. It is thought most of

these smaller yafds and fly-by-night operators who are helping

to meet the present demand will dwindle out of existance

after the emergency has been met.

Due to lengths of poles and piling it is almost imper

ative to have centers situated on or near railroads for trans

portation! reasons. Of the older and well established oper

ators, the largest portion of the industry hings around

Eugene, and adjacent towns. 'J-'his does not mean however that

other centers are of little importance; they are. There are

centers as Monroe, Salem, Portland, Oregon City, Goshen,
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Creswell, and many others which are of great importance but

the industry does not represent the size in each of these

towns as that in Eugene.

The three major pole and piling processing plants are

located at Milwaukie, iiUgene, and Springfield. They are well

established plants which process very nearly the same amounts

annually. Of the three plants two are owned and operated by

a firm with headquarters in Idaho, the present center of the

cedar pole industry. The remaining plant is operated by a

railroad, processing poles, piles, and ties for its own use.

MARKETS

Of the poles and piling cut in the Willamette valley,

most of them are marketed and find their final use with steam

and electric railroads, telephone and telegraph companies,

electric heat, power, and light companies and in building

highway structures, jetties, levees, docks, and wharfs.

Of the cedar poles cut, the majority are used in the

Willamette valley, and vicinity. In fact the power companies

are reported to find it necessary to bring cedar poles in

from Idaho to meet their demands. There are some exceptions

however, the Southern Pacific Railroad uses cedar poles cut

from the Willamette Valley over their entire system.

The cedar pole is known as the old stand-by because of

its remarkable durability and itfe generally preferred to a
J.
u

Douglas-fir pole, bud' due to relative scarcity of cedar and

the abundance of Douglas-fir, the latter is now used to a

greater extent when processed. It is used over the entire
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west and is reported to have been used to a large extent in

the distribution of Bonneville power, (as yet this informat

ion has not been confirmedJ.

Cedar piling is not used to the large extent it once

was. Several years ago cedar piling was shipped in large

quantities to California. The piling was driven into the

ground for building foundations, where the towns were near

sea level or near river level. An example of this is seen

at Sacramento, whose down-town district rests entirely upon

driven piles; the elevation of the down-town district ranges

between 9 and 33 feet mean sea level. The use of cedar pil

ing has been replaced for this use by concrete piles which

are driven in the same manner as cedar.

The Oregon State Highway Commission is one of the larger

users of cedar piling.

Of the Douglas-fir piling harvested in the Willamette

valley, only a small portion is used here. It is shipped

over the entire united States by rail, and by boat to out

island defenses.

m recent years large amounts have been shipped to the

Mississippi River to be used in levees for controlling the

turbulent waters during flood stage. Along the entire Pac

ific Coast it is used for building jetties, sea walls, wharfs

and docks.

In the past year these demands have changed and the

major portion of Douglas-fir piling has gone for national

defense. -Large quantities have been shipped by the navy to

San Diego, iJearl Harbor, and Alaska. Probably the largest
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present use is found in the construction of ship yards.

QUANTITY

The present pole and piling cut is estimated by dealers

to be around 2 million lineal feet annually. It is not pos

sible to gather sufficient data to verify the statement for

the following reasons:

(1) Many poles and piles are marketed through small,

Inconspicuous outlets and records have not been kept on sales

or they have been destroyed.

(2) Many dealers do not keep accounting figures to give

this information.

(3) The defense program limits the time of the dealers,

making it impossible for them to furnish information.

It is however possible to give relative amounts.

The most accurate data obtained is that of the U. S.

Forest Service on their pole and piling sales. In their

sales they have not separated poles from piles and up until

1940 they had not made Douglas-fir pole or piling sales, but

due to the increased demand are now doing so.

The Forest Service sales for the past 20 years average

about 250,000 lineal feet for cedar poles and piling, and in

1941 reached their peak year, of 514,000 lineal feet, as

Shown in table 1 and Figure 1, of the Appendix. 1939 is an

other peak year and 1936 is the year of smallest sales, sell

ing slightly over 18,000 lineal feet.

The first Douglas-fir pole and piling sales made last

year amounted to 325,000 lineal feet. This is a new enter-
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prise for the Forest Service, and they expect to make larger

sales in the future.

The Assistant Forester of the Willamette National Forest

says, "Defense orders have increased the cedar pole cut some,

but the 1940 cut can be considered average for the past few

years and we expect the cut to continue at about the same

rate."

For the past 15 years the processing plants have proces

sed on the average 300,000 lineal feet Douglas-fir piling,

8,000 lineal feet of cedar piling, 150,000 lineal feet of

Douglas-fir poles, and 15,000 lineal feet of cedar poles.

This data may be found in Tables II, III, IV, V and Figure

3 in the appendix, pages 23 to 27 inclusive.

The peak year was 1941 in which 800,0001ineal feet was

processed. Douglas-fir is the principal product and has been

increasing steadily for the past 15 years. Cedar piling has

been decreasing with the exception of the year 1941; there is

shown a marked increase probably due to national defense.

Most of the smaller dealers and operators approached

were unable to state the amounts marketed annually, It is

estimated to be principalis'" Douglas-fir piling and exceeding

the combined volume of the Forest Service and .Processing

Plants.

PRICE

It is common practice to sell both poles and piling in

the valley by the lineal foot and occasionally by the piece.

The Forest Service makes its sales similar to their saw
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timber sales. The minimum sale price as set byt he govern

ment depending upon the logging and transportation costs,

grade, size of products, and markets. Their average sales

price for cedar poles and piling for the last 20 years is

between 8§ and 3$?' per lineal foot. As shown in Table I and

Figure 2, some prices run up to over 6c' per lineal foot.

These prices are above average, due to accessibility and

extra long lengths which demand a premium price.

The 0. and 0. cedar pole sales are an exception to the

lineal foot method. They sell all poles by the piece with

the average price being 75g' each. They sell piling on a

graduating scale basis, pieces under 60 feet in length at

3c/ per lineal foot. This is their old price and they are

expecting to make an increase within the next few months.

The present average sale price of standing cedar pole

and piling timber is 3 to 4c/ per lineal foot and in the past

it has been 3c*.

A prominent valley lumberman reports his stumpage sales

prices for piling as follows;

Piling up to 39 feet 2c//lineal foot

" 40 to 70 " 2-1-c// " "

• over 70 " 3c// " "

The average sale price of standing Douglas-fir pole and

piling timber is between 2 and 4# per lineal foot. For the

product v/hen delivered to the railroad cars, the average price

has been 6 to 8c/ per lineal foot. This price has been almost

doubled in the past year because of increased demand, and

scarcity of labor. For piling over 100 feet long, on the car
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present prices of 18^ per lineal foot are not uncommon.

Due to the demand for uneven lengths, there is a wide

variation in prices but in each length group there has been

in the past a fairly constant price with the exception of

prices for the last year.

SUMMARY

The standing timber value of poles and piling cut an

nually in the valley is aboutS600,000. This means a business

turnover of many times the timber value, representing a busi-

worth over a million dollars to the Willamette Valley.

The demand for the products has been increasing during

the last few years and the trend is toward even greater de

mands .

it is with difficulty that the present demands are met.

To insure a future supply and meeting future demands it is

recommended all logging operators plan their logging to help

supply the demand and in so doing are enabled to have the ad

vantage of a pole and piling income.
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TABLE 0:F AVERAGE VALUES FOR CEDAR 1POLES AND PILES

FOREST SERVICE SALES RECORDS

Year
of sale

Lineal feet
sold

$ received /
lineal foot

Total
Income

1920 90,235 .021 1,912.12

1921 96,480 .023 2,369.55

1922 223,018 .025 5,640.92

1923 * * *

1924 * * *

1925 * * *

1926 * * *

1927 147,010 .062 9,219.22

1928 * * *

1929 * * *

1930 24,592 .048 1,181,83

1931 * * *

1932 * * *

1933 * * *

1934 * * *

1935 * * *

1936 18,222 .0225 410.01

1937 385,511 .0253 9,577.19

1938 63,469 .0263 1,688.08

1939 305,848 .0328 10,012.31

1940 428,000 .0334 14,295.20

1941 514,000 .0342 17,578.80

* no data available

Tabl e 1

20
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GRAPH SHOWING FOREST SERVICE CEDAR POST AND PILING SALES

IN THE WILLAMETTE VALLEY
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GRAPH SHOWING TREND OF SALES PRICES ON

FOREST SERVICE CEDAR POST AND FILES
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LINEAL FEET D0UGLAS-E1K PILING

PASSING THROUGH PROCESSING PLANTS

IN WILLAMETTE VALLEY

Year Lineal feet

1926 138,244

1927 358,052

1928 535,244

1929 434,019

1930 649,914

1931 253,542

1932 303,713

1933 211,506

1934 464,970

1935 320,745

1936 316,652

1937 224,340

1938 189,118

1939 299,535

1940 542,385

1941 423,247

Table II

23



LINEAL FEET OF CEDAR PILING PASSING THROUGH

PROCESSING PLANTS IN TPL_ WILLAMETTE VALLEY

Year Lineal feet

1926 17,101

1927 14.697

1928 16,242

1929 17,241

1930 8,617

1931 4,350

1932 *

1933 5,940

1934 5,445

1936 4,018

1937 4,792

1938 4,047

1939 3,364

1940 3,102

1941 5,264

* no data available

Table III

24



LINEAL FEET OF DOUGLAS-FI1 POLES

PASSING THROUGH PROCESSING PLANTS

IN WILLAMETTE VALLEY

Year Lineal feet

1928 21,752

1929 258,194

1950 300,360

1931 194,385

1932 59,355

1933 83,350

1934 128,040

1955 109,895

1936 132,065

1937 191,142

1938 158,175

1939 156,855

1940 158,505

1941 210,875

Table IV
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LINEAL FEET OF CEDAR POLES PASSING THROUGH

PROCESSING PLANTS IN WILLAMETTE VALLEY

Year Lineal feet

1926 26,009

1927 24,679

1928 25,242

1929 26,697

1930 14,247

1931 7,616

1932 7,842

1933 8,593

1934 8,078

1935 7,884

1936 8,222

1937 8,040

1938 8,243

1939 7,942

1940 14,274

1941 27,265

Note: some of these are processed while

others are sold through the plants' un

processed.

Table V

26
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GRAPH SHOWING YEARS, AMOUNTS, AND SPECIES OF POLES & PILING

PROCESSED IN WILLAM3TTE VALLEY
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